If SI is a C*-algebra and 3 and % are uniformly closed two-sided ideals in 21 then so is 3 + $-The following problem has been proposed by J. Dixmier [l, Problem 1.9.12]: is (3+g) + = 3 + +g + , where 8+ denotes the set of positive operators in a family g of operators? He suggested to the author that techniques using the duality between invariant faces of the state space 5(2t) of 2t and two-sided ideals in 2t, as shown by E. Effros, might be helpful in studying it. In this note we shall use such arguments to solve the problem to the affirmative.
By a face of 5 (21) [4] , that the map A-+Â is an isometric order-isomorphism of the self-adjoint part of 2Ï onto all w*-continuous real affine functions on 5(21). Moreover, if 3 is a uniformly closed two-sided ideal in 2Ï, and if/ is the canonical homomorphism of 21 onto 21/3» then the map p-^po\f/ is an affine isomorphism of 5(21/3) onto 3 X -Thus the map yp{A)-^A\ 3 X is an orderisomorphic isometry on the self-adjoint operators in 21/3-We shall below make extensive use of these facts. For other references see 
Let g be the real continuous function g(x)=x for xi£l, g(a;) = l for x>l. Since g(0) = 0, g(S) is by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem a uniform limit of polynomials in 5 without constant terms. Since S£:3 + , and 3 is uniformly closed, g(S)£3 l+ -By (1) (2)
4>(g(S)) = gto(S)) = 4>(S).

Let
B = (f(Ayt* -(e/3)I)g(S)(f(Ay* -(e/3)/). Since g(S)ES
lli -e/$)*£x for x^O, and g(5) £1. Hence 0^.8^4. By (2)
Since ||/(<K^)) 1/2 H SI, ||*(5)|| SI, and e<l PI (3n g)x -&| (3n g)x|| = ||*(s) -^oll s É .
In particular, By (4) and (5) ik ( 
i-o i~o
Apply the lemma to A -Z?-o J3y-Z^1 Cy and to € = 2-" n - 1 . Then there exist -B n £3
+ , C»G+g such that Moreover, by (7) \\B n \\ ^2~n, ||C"|| ^2~n; the induction argument is complete. Let Thus A=B + CES + +% + , and (3 + 5) + C3 + +tÇ + -Since the converse inclusion is trivial, the proof is complete.
